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Abstract—Vehicular social networks (VSNs) have attracted the
research community due to its diverse applications ranging from
safety to entertainment. Social vehicles standing for private cars
and floating cars standing for taxis are two important components
of VSN. However, the lack of social vehicles data causes some fac-
tors are neglected including social aspects and macroscopic fea-
tures, which blocks researching social attributes of vehicles in VSN.
Generating a realistic mobility dataset for VSN validation has been
a great challenge. In this paper, we present the detailed procedure
to generate social vehicular mobility dataset from the view of float-
ing car data, which has the advantage of wide universality. First,
through the deep analysis and modeling of the dataset of floating
cars and combining with the official data, we predict the origin–
destination (OD) matrix of social vehicles with the gravity model,
and then calibrate the OD matrix with the average growth factor
method. Second, we construct network description after editing
the road network. Third, we use simulation of urban mobility to
reproduce the scenario in view of microsimulation by generating
the mobility dataset of social vehicles based on floating car data
and urban functional areas. At last, we prove the effectiveness of
our method by comparing with real traffic situation in Beijing.
The generated mobility model may not accurately represent the
mobility of social vehicles in few spots, such as train station or air-
port, however, exploiting figures and facts of transportation in the
city have been considered in the study to calibrate the model up to
maximum possible realization.

Index Terms—Human mobility, dataset generation, vehicular
social networks, floating car data, urban functional areas.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE ever-increasing number of vehicles, roads, and ad-
vancement of roadside infrastructure with a diverse range
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Fig. 1. The structure of VSN.

of communication capabilities has led to an inter-dependent
communication network of vehicles on the roads. Smart cars
have provided users with a new mobile communication, and
Vehicular Social Networks (VSN) have become a new typical
Cyber-Physical Social System (CPSS) [1]. VSN can be formed
when people drive or take a car, and viewed as a mobile com-
munication network containing users and relationships between
them [2]. VSN is a Vehicular Ad-hoc Network (VANET) and
contains social relationships such as human mobility pattern,
user selfishness, and user selectivity. The core contents of VSN
are road network and mobile vehicles on the road. VSN can be
regarded as a virtual community, which is formed by location
and community interest groups as well as cooperation among
drivers [3]–[5]. As shown in Fig. 1, VSN is composed of two
layers, the upper layer includes social network service, map ser-
vice, and video sharing service, while the lower layer contains
dynamic communication topology, vehicles gathered hotspot
and mobile user model. The two layers are connected by base
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stations and the Internet. In practice, moving vehicles and users
of the lower layer upload their position information and commu-
nication data by intelligent devices. After processing, the upper
layer provides video, vehicle position, traffic condition to other
users. Thus, users complete interaction with each other. VSN
has the features of self-organizing, active community forming
and rich social information. These unique characteristics bring
new challenges and opportunities for the VSN applications and
provide new research directions such as smart city, intelligent
transportation, and social network [6]–[9].

As the cornerstone of VSN, obtaining vehicular mobility
dataset in large scale accurately makes various kinds of research
conceptions possible, including:

1) Making it possible to response the transport infrastructure
condition rapidly and timely. For example, when a dis-
aster occurs, traffic data can provide the most direct and
effective information and decision support with the help
of remote sensing imaging technology and regional traffic
monitoring.

2) Making it possible to manage public travelling better. For
example, we can observe traffic condition continuously
by road detection technology, which can help us to plan
the routes of public travelling.

3) Making real-time status tracking of goods flow possible.
For example, the use of radio frequency technology can
track goods in real time through the logistics of the whole
process by dynamic monitoring of auxiliary to make a
decision rapidly; this method can improve logistics effi-
ciency and reduce logistics costs.

While people are traveling on the roads, they can join all
kinds of social activities including music sharing, news sharing,
voice chat in groups, which provides a chance to interact and
know each other. In the society with highly developed infor-
mation technology, not only mobile phones but also vehicles
can be used for social activities. This newly emerging field of
VSNs comes up with some challenges. For example, how to
find a new VSN application, whether it can inspire friends to
increase the energy-saving emission reduction and comply with
traffic regulations, whether friends can share the road traffic in-
formation, and whether it can share social attributes between car
friends [10]. To solve these problems, we need mobility dataset
and social properties of vehicles so that data forwarding, data
storing and vehicular friends mining can be analyzed. However,
GPS data of social vehicles, which stand for private vehicles in
this paper, cannot be obtained due to the restrictions of privacy
and security, which causes the mobility dataset of social vehi-
cles cannot be acquired currently. However, according to Beijing
Transport Annual Report of 2015, social vehicles occupy about
one-third in ground traffic, so the mobility dataset of social
vehicles is indispensable while evaluating the performance of
protocols or new traffic surveillance systems.

To solve the problems aforementioned, we present a method
to generate a large-scale mobility dataset for VSNs based on
floating car data. Floating car data is a method to sense the traffic
status on the road network. In this work, we refer taxis with GPS
equipments as floating cars. The mobility of floating cars differs
in nature as compared to social cars, and mobility model purely

based on floating cars may not represent the social cars. Thus,
we combined the valuable information available from Beijing
Traffic Development Annual report and exploit the mobility
features and facts to calibrate the model. Our most important
contributions can be summarized as follows:

1) We dig out the human mobility pattern based on urban
functional areas after deep analysis of the floating car
dataset and the characteristics of each trip.

2) We propose a mobility dataset generation method of social
vehicles based on floating car data, which is perfectly uni-
versal and considers connections between different urban
functional areas.

3) We fulfill scenario construction from microscopic view by
generating about 14 million travelling trajectories of social
vehicles in three days and complete the experiments based
on floating car data and urban functional areas inside fifth
circle highway of Beijing.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Related work
is summarized in Section II. Section III presents our mobility
dataset generation method in detail, and Section IV illustrates
scene realization. In Section V, we conclude our work and point
out the future direction.

II. RELATED WORK

A. The Application of Urban Big Data

Nowadays, with the rapid development of the information
society, a massive variety of urban data is available, and re-
searchers have made many efforts to excavate these data.

In [11], the authors focused on the next-generation social
network of vehicles after reviewing the literature on VSN and
summarized characteristics of social networks from the latest
technology to mobile applications and challenges. Due to lim-
ited connection to Internet contents and services on the high-
way, Luan et al. [12] proposed the SOR application, which is
designed to help vehicles interact with each other during trav-
eling on the highway. This application encourages each user
to maintain a personal blog similar to Facebook and twitter so
that they can upload some videos and images to share informa-
tion with others. In order to keep communication stable without
accessing to the Internet on the roads, the authors in [13] devel-
oped Verse to promote social activities on the highway, which
can provide friends recommendation for passengers to identify
potential friends effectively. Normally, these friends have simi-
lar interests, and they can maintain a relatively reliable wireless
communication link.

Xu et al. [14] put forward a new online architecture, which
can analyze the real-time traffic data to predict conditions of next
stage. Apart from the research of traffic flow prediction, traf-
fic safety also received a lot of attention in the context of road
expansion recently. Kong et al. [15] employ particle swarm op-
timization method to predict traffic congestion effectively and
improve travel efficiency. The authors in [16] discovered the
defects of existing technologies after reviewing much work on
traffic safety. Although a lot of technologies have considered
distance, speed, and other basic physical information, these fac-
tors do not reflect the physical diversity and rapidly changing
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traffic conditions. Therefore, in order to improve the level of
road safety, developing a real-time traffic data service technol-
ogy is advocated. In terms of detection of urban functional areas,
Yuan et al. [17] proposed a data driven architecture to detect dif-
ferent functional areas in the city. Latent Activity the Trajectory
(LAT) concept has been introduced and they divide Beijing into
different functional areas based on LAT and traffic data. Kong
et al. [18] take into account the relationship between picking up
and dropping off to identify different urban functional regions,
and recommend the best locations for taking a taxi.

B. Simulation of Urban Mobility Tool

Simulation of Urban Mobility (SUMO) is an open source
tool to simulate traffic condition, which is used to simulate
the movement of vehicles in the city [19]. Viewed from the
simulation content, SUMO is a space-continuous, discrete-time
microscopic simulation package, including road network import
and demand modeling components. With the help of SUMO, re-
searchers are able to study urban traffic conditions more deeply.
One of the most common scenarios is V2V data transmis-
sion, and SUMO can generate the vehicle movement trajec-
tory. The microscopic mobility models implemented by SUMO
are Krauss car-following model and Krajzewiczs lane changing
model [20]. After the simulation, we can use TraCI to import
these tracks into mobile network protocol simulation tools like
NS2 and NS3. Compared with commercial software Vissim, al-
though the traffic light algorithm in SUMO is relatively rough,
its fast execution time and open API interface make SUMO
become a strong candidate to evaluate a new traffic control al-
gorithm. In addition, SUMO can produce a variety of output
files to represent noise emissions, pollution emissions and en-
ergy consumption. HARMONOISE model is used to generate
noise emissions and pollution emissions. Energy consumption
is realized by persistence model stored in HBEFA database [21].

Compared to microscopic simulators, macroscopic traffic
simulators focus on the traffic flows but do not take into consid-
eration the behavior of a single vehicle in the traffic flow. For
the VSN, the behavior of a single vehicle is vital. Thus micro-
scopic simulators are more appropriate. As a microscopic traffic
simulator, SUMO supports on-line interaction and closed-loop
feedback through the TraCI interface, that is why we choose it
to complete our simulation

C. Mobility Modeling & Dataset Generation

Härri et al. [22] are the first to put forward the guidelines of ve-
hicle trajectory generation model, and provide an overview and
comparison of different mobility models proposed for VANETs.
Uppoor et al. [23] optimize social vehicle trajectories of Köln
by simulation. In order to obtain the dynamic balance, they use
Gawron algorithm to iterate the experiment. After that, each
vehicle is assigned to appropriate path, which can reduce road
congestion and optimize the allocation of entire traffic flows.
Finally, they generate the trajectories of social vehicles lasting
24 hours in Köln, German. They prove this mobility dataset
would improve the performance of network protocol in simula-
tion, and how incomplete mobility dataset of vehicle would lead

to over-optimistic network connectivity. However, it is impos-
sible to generate dataset by their method if there is no relatively
accurate government research report. Pigné et al. [24] generate
movement trajectories of vehicles in Luxembourg using mi-
croscopic simulation tool based on the traffic flows obtained
from induction. However, traffic inductions are only installed
on the main roads in the city or highways out of the city and do
not cover the whole city. Besides, because the trajectories are
macro, they cannot show the specific driving conditions of each
car. Also, the movement trajectories do not cover the whole city
scope and have a shorter duration.

In terms of road traffic image, Ferreira et al. [25] reappear the
traffic scenarios by using macroscopic traffic information and
capturing real-time trajectories of vehicles by three-dimensional
imaging technology. In the experiment, they use private aircraft
to photograph traffic conditions of Porto, Portugal every five
seconds, which lasts one week. By studying the image, authors
reconstruct the positions and trajectories of 10566 cars in the
city. Thakurzx et al. [26] use roadside surveillance cameras to
gain coarse information of traffic flows in ten urban areas, such
as London, Sydney, Toronto. The data can be used to calibrate
microscopic vehicular mobility. However, their work costs high
consumption of resources and needs the support of strong image
processing technology. Besides, aircraft takes photos in a short
time, so it cannot be used to generate the large-scale dataset.

So far, the vehicle trajectory by simulation in Zurich, Switzer-
land is the largest scale that has been generated. Based on the
parallel system proposed in [27], the traffic conditions lasting
24 hours provided by Swiss Regional Planning Bureau and the
national travel report of Swiss in 1994, Cetin et al. [28] put
forward a large-scale and multi-tasking microscopic simulation
system and generate movement trajectories of vehicles covering
650002 km. Their dataset has a long duration and large cover-
age, but they had not taken into account of the variety of traffic
situation every day. Codeca et al. [29] create a simulation sce-
nario of Luxembourg, a mid-sized European city. The scenario
covers an area about 156 km2 which includes different types of
roads up to 931 km. They retrieve all needed information from
road topology and use the population data published on Lux-
embourg National Institute of Statistics and Economic studies
(STATEC) to generate traffic demand by ACTIVITYGEN tool
in SUMO. Finally they compare the results of simulation with
the Typical Traffic option in Google Maps.

Gramaglia et al. [30] use fine-grained traffic counts on the
highways near Madrid to generate vehicular mobility trajecto-
ries for different time-spans of several workdays. They mainly
focus on the highways, which characterize high speed and con-
tinual overtaking. So they use microscopic car-following and
lane-changing models to describe the behavior of drivers. Sim-
ilarly, Bedogni et al. in [31] contribute to the ongoing efforts
and develop dependable and publicly available mobility traces.
The authors implement an original version of SUMO to allow
importing OSM data in a neat automated fashion. Then they
generate an original dataset of road traffic in Bologna, Italy.
Finally they provide a novel validation methodology that builds
on open data provided by navigation service, and use to as-
sess the quality of the proposed Bologna dataset. However, the
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automated fashion conversion of OSM data in SUMO may not
represent the actual road traffic scenario.

Compared to previous work, based on the data of floating cars,
the method we proposed in this paper breaks through the depen-
dence of traffic simulation on the investigation report and has
good reproducibility, which is a new attempt of microscopic sim-
ulation scene. Also, the comprehensive social vehicular dataset
which is obtained through our method will contribute to the sim-
ulation and evaluation of the communication protocol in VSN.

III. MOBILITY DATASET GENERATION METHOD

Vehicular social networks highlight the social element, which
means relationship is one of the key factors. If the possible so-
cial relationship can be dig out, ITS will develop rapidly, and
quantities of needs in modern society will be satisfied, such as
reducing resource consumption and pollution emissions, broad-
casting traffic condition between cars on the road. In terms of the
current situation of the development of VSN, although we have
big traffic data like RFID data, taxi GPS data, bus GPS data,
video data and POI data, it is still not enough [31]. To achieve the
goals aforementioned, we need more trajectories of social vehi-
cles representing travel behavior of urban residents. However,
due to the privacy and security of social vehicles, it is unable
to get the required data. Therefore, the development of VSN is
blocked by the lack of social vehicle trajectory. In this paper, we
propose a mobility dataset generation method of social vehicles
based on floating car data. According to the report of Beijing
Transportation Bureau, the taxi trips occupy over 12 percent of
traffic flows on road surfaces, so the taxi trips take a significant
portion of people’s urban mobility [32]. Since both floating car
and social vehicles can represent the people’s urban mobility
pattern, we can build mobility model based on the floating car
data, and predict the traveling data of social vehicles according
to the model. With the help of SUMO, we can generate a large
number of social vehicle trajectories with high reality in the city.
Besides, if floating car data or other transport vehicles in other
cities can represent human’s urban mobility(actually, there are
over 30 cities around the world having over 10,000 taxicabs and
it takes a large proportion in civil transportation), social vehicles
traveling data can also be generated by the method proposed in
this paper.

As shown in Fig. 2, our proposed dataset generation method
mainly includes three parts: demand description, network de-
scription, and simulation. Demand description is leveraged to
calculate the OD Matrix of social vehicles. We get the traffic
volume of social vehicles with the amount ratio of social ve-
hicles and taxis on main streets in different urban functional
areas. Then we generate the OD Matrix between the various
functional areas of social vehicles using the Gravity Model and
employ the Average Growth Factor Method to calibrate it. In
the part of network description, we mainly deal with the road
network obtained from OSM. We modify it so that we can obtain
a road topology for simulation, which matches to the real world
as much as possible. Finally, with road network data and OD
Matrix, we use SUMO to complete the simulation in the part of
traffic simulation.

Fig. 2. Flow diagram of dataset generation methodology.

A. Demand Description

Urban functional area refers to an area which surrounds some
special functional buildings and has a similar function from the
macro perspective. The urban functional area is different from
the administrative region, but both of them can be refined into
one or more parts to some extent. Besides, urban functional
areas associate tightly with human mobility pattern, that when
people reach or leave a region and where people come from and
leave for [32]. There is a relationship between a particular type
of land use, which is called functional area more accurately, and
the traffic it generates [33]. In other words, the functional areas
where a trip begins at and ends at basically determine the trip’s
characteristic. Floating cars are universal in cities, and they are
equipped with the Global Positioning System (GPS) to record
vehicle location, direction, and instantaneous velocity regularly.
Through map matching algorithm and some other algorithms,
vehicle information and road data can be connected in time
and space. Moreover, we can aggregate the trips of floating cars
which have the same characteristic to find the interior principles.

For the collected taxi GPS data, we clean them to remove the
data exception due to the incomprehensive storage and inappro-
priate operating, such as the duplicate data, incomplete data and
error data. To get a more accurate result and reduce the statistical
error, we choose the region segmentation method. We divide the
city into small grids according to the longitude and latitude with
0.05 range and mark each grid with a unique ID. Then we count
the ID of grids that each region includes. As for the grid located
at the intersection of two functional areas, we allocate it to the
bigger one. The mobility traces of floating car (taxi data) may
not accurately represent the mobility pattern of social vehicles.
However, the mobility pattern of floating cars gives insights to
a number of parameters which can be considered for social cars
mobility generation, such as traffic density on different roads,
number of pick-up points, and number of destinations; to men-
tion a few. Also, the surge in development of online taxi-calling
applications had significantly attracted the people to use taxis.
Thus taxi mobility data shows similarity to social car mobility in
terms of trips originated from and drawn to a particular point of
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interest. The taxi data contains the records for both cases, such
as the empty taxi and occupied by a passenger. However, we are
only interested in the later one. So, we process the floating car
data to infer the statistics of social cars occupied by passengers.

In order to get the OD Matrix of social vehicles, we do as
follows:

1) Traffic volume (the number of vehicles departing from
the traffic region) and traffic absorptive volume (the number
of vehicles arriving at the traffic region) of each region plays
an important part in our prediction of social vehicles’ traces.
And we can get the data according to the method as follows.
We calculate the traffic absorptive rate of each functional area
from the OD matrix of floating car, and then we get the traffic
volume of the social vehicles in each functional area using these
formulas:

SAi =
N∑

j=1

SGj (1)

SGj =
n∑

k=1

αk × SRk (2)

where SAi represents the total number of social vehicles in
functional area i which is divided into N girds. SGj represents
the total number of social vehicles in grid j which contains n
roads. SRk represents the number of floating cars in road k.
The number of floating cars in road k multiply with αk , which
is the corresponding ratio of social vehicles and floating car on
road k, to get the number of social vehicles in road k. Based on
information provided in Beijing Traffic Development Annual
report, every road has its specific value of α, however, for few
roads, the value of α was not defined in the documents, so
we used the average value. And through (1) and (2), we get
the traffic volume of social vehicles in each functional area.
Then we use the traffic volume and the absorptive rate we have
already obtained to calculate the traffic absorptive volume in
each functional area. Now that we obtain the traffic volume and
traffic absorptive volume of social vehicles in every functional
area.

2) We use the data of floating car to get the value of parameters
of the Gravity Model. Data are classified according to the char-
acteristic of each trip, in other words, according to the type of
functional area where the floating car arrive at and depart from.
And this kind of characteristic reflects on the Gravity Model is
to influence its parameter γ. Because the OD matrix of floating
cars we obtained from the raw dataset is a sparse matrix, we
choose unconstrained Gravity Model to solve the problem [33].

Tij =
α(Oi × Dj )β

Rγ
ij

(3)

ln Tij = lnα + β ln OiDj − γ ln Rij (4)

where Tij represents the traffic volume from traffic region i
to j. Oi and Dj represents the traffic volume and the traffic
absorptive volume of functional area i and j separately. Rij

means the impedance from area i to j, here we choose the
distance as the traffic impedance. We put groups of data into

the formula and calculate the value of three parameters in each
group by the Generalized Least Squares(GLS) method.

3) We use Gravity Model to predict the OD matrix of social
vehicles. According to the completed work, we get the traffic
volume and traffic absorptive volume of the social vehicles in
different functional areas, and the corresponding value of the
Gravity Model’s parameters in different groups. As pointed out
by authors in [34] that gravity model does not hold for urban
mobility. If the area is divided into smaller regions, it is possible
to predict the trip generation but not the attraction unless we
don’t have reliable urban digital traces. In our case, we exploit
the Beijing Traffic Development Annual reports and taxi GPS
data to extract geo-located information such as point of interests
(POIs) and number of trips ending in the specific smaller regions
to model the attraction. Then we get the preliminary OD matrix
of social vehicles by the unconstraint Gravity Model. Because
we use the unconstraint Gravity Model, the results do not satisfy
the constraint condition. Then we employ the Average Growth
Factor Method1 for iteration to calibrate it. From the theory of
the Growth Factor Method, which is a model to predict short-
term traffic distribution, there is a linear growth coefficient re-
lationship between the preliminary OD matrix and the final OD
matrix. So we can employ the Average Growth Factor Method
for iteration to calibrate the results. In the Average Growth Fac-
tor Method, the growth rate of Tij is the Average of the growth
rates of Oi and Dj .

First, we get some parameters after the former calculation, in-
cluding Tij , O

m
i ,Dm

j , plus estimates O∗
i = (O∗

1, O
∗
2, · · · , O∗

m )
of all future origins by zone and plus estimates D∗

j = (D∗
1,

D∗
2, · · · ,D∗

m ) of all future destinations by zone.
Second, we make m = 0, and calculate Fm

Oi
(the growth rate

of the traffic volume of functional area i) and Fm
Dj

(the traffic
absorptive volume of functional area j) through (5) and (6).

Fm
Oi

=
O∗

i

Om
i

(5)

Fm
Dj

=
D∗

j

Dm
j

(6)

Third, we calculate approximate value of Tm+1
ij through (7)

and (8). As there are many kinds of Growth Factor Function, we
use the Average Growth Factor Method because of its feasibility.

Tm+1
ij = Tm

ij × f(Fm
Oi

, Fm
Dj

) (7)

faverage(Fm+1
Oi

, Fm+1
Dj

) =
1
2
(Fm

Oi
, Fm

Dj
) (8)

where faverage means the growth rate of the traffic volume from
traffic region i to j.

Fourth,we compute resulting errors on growth rates and de-
termine whether the result is convergent through (9) and (10).

1 − ε < Fm+1
Oi

= O∗
i /Om+1

i < 1 + ε (9)

1 − ε < Fm+1
Dj

= D∗
j /Dm+1

j < 1 + ε (10)

1Average Growth Factor Method http://facweb.knowlton.ohio-state.edu/
pviton/courses2/crp5700/Avg-growth-beamer.pdf
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Fifth, we make m = m + 1 and goes back to second step.
We employ the Average Growth Factor Method for iteration to
calibrate results, until the parameters of Fm

Oi
and Fm

Dj
are less

than 3%.

B. Network Description

We can download free city map data from OpenStreetMap
(OSM) or other open source websites. OSM data can be up-
loaded by any users, so there are not only advantages but also
disadvantages. The benefit is everyone can maintain and modify
the map data. However, map data has deviations compared with
the actual data due to its open attribute. In order to construct a
precise road network for simulation, we have to correct the road
topology so that it can match to the real world.

1) The number of lanes of each edge in OSM depends on its
category, and this is different from the actualities in the
majority of cases. The influence of these differences on
the simulation results is relatively large, so we survey the
number of lanes of the roads from some open data pub-
lished by Beijing Transportation Bureau for comparison
with the road network from OSM.

2) There are some redundant traffic movement restrictions on
some segments which cause vehicles have to travel long
detours. We find out these wrong restrictions by checking
the intersections which are easy to arise congestion during
the simulation against the Google Street View Map. These
incorrect points will not affect the whole of street layout,
but they will impact on the road choosing of simulation.
So we select these points manually and correct them using
Java OpenStreetMap Editor (JOSM).

3) Some correct turn restrictions are acting on superfluous
road segments. These errors will cause higher traffic vol-
ume because vehicles may travel a longer path to their
destinations, so we separate these roads by JOSM.

4) The topological information of complex intersections in
OSM is unfit to be directly converted for simulation
by NETCONVERT. When encountering some exceed-
ingly complex intersections, NETCONVERT interprets
the road topology as if several junctions co-existed. As a
consequence, the vehicles from different directions can-
not move straight through the junction and causes heavy
jam during the simulation, because these vehicles have to
make several lane changes and pass several traffic signals.
The result is the impossibility for vehicles in traffic flows
to merge at the intersection correctly. To fix such a prob-
lem, we add a circuit to join road segment links referring
to the same physical intersection in Google Map.

5) To solve the problems mentioned above with the road
network, we fixed more than 200 roads where the number
of lines was not matching the actual road network. Also,
removed ten roads that do not exist now. Besides, more
than 5520 redundant traffic moments, correct restrictions,
and traffic signals at junctions were fixed to make the road
network topology analogous to the real world.

After preprocessing the data, we get road network data that
match to the real world.

Fig. 3. File information descirbtion of SUMO.

C. Simulation

After obtaining road network data and OD Matrix of social
vehicles between different functional areas, we complete the
necessary conditions for the simulation to generate the dataset.
In order to generate the trajectories of social vehicles, we need
the tool, SUMO.

Firstly, in order to get the distinct file for simulation, we need
to know the edges that every region includes and the weight
of each edge. To achieve this goal, we match image including
information of functional areas to road network at first so that
we can find the boundary of every functional area and mark
down their coordinates based on OpenCV. In SUMO, every
edge is composed of a group of lanes. Every edge has an edge
ID, and every lane has a lane ID. Then we can get the ID and
start point coordinate of each lane from the net file. By these
coordinates of functional area boundary and lanes start point,
we use the ray method to determine lanes within or outside the
polygon. Finally, we get the edge ID in each region. For social
functional regions, some are surrounded by other regions from
the perspective of space. In this case, we need to remove the
lanes of the small region inside it. In order to better reflect the
real situation of traffic assignment, in other words, to improve
the reality of the simulation results, we investigate road traffic
index by the Beijing Municipal Commission of Transportation
to get the weight of each road.

Secondly, we use OD2TRIPS to convert OD Matrix to the
single trip of each vehicle. The trip information appears as il-
lustrated in Fig. 3(a), where each trip has a unique ID. ‘depart’
represents departure time of the vehicle, which uses this trip
for the first time. ‘from’ means the road from where the trip
starts and ‘to’ is the road at where the trip ends. ‘fromtaz’ is
the starting functional area and ‘totaz’ is the final area. ‘period’
is the interval time of vehicles use the same trip. ‘repno’ is the
number of vehicles that share this trip. ‘color’ represents the
color of vehicles.

Thirdly, after getting the trip information, we use
DUAROUTER to get all the routes of vehicles, as shown in
Fig. 3(b). SUMO assigns the weight of roads depending on its
level of service, and vehicles will choose routes using Dijkstra
algorithm in SUMO. Each route information contains two parts:
one part is the vehicle information, and the other one is the route
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TABLE I
FORMAT OF ORIGINAL DATASET

Number of attributes Attribute name Notes

1 Taxi ID The unique ID of taxi
2 Trigger event 0 = get off, 1 = pick up
3 Operation state 0 = vacant, 1 = carring
4 GPS time DATE
5 GPS longitude NUMERIC(10,7)
6 GPS latitude NUMERIC(9,7)
7 GPS speed INT
8 GPS direction INT
9 GPS state 0 = invalid, 1 = valid

information. Vehicle ID represents the ID of the vehicle. ‘de-
part’ is the time to start the trip. ‘departLane’ represents the road
information vehicle starting from, and ‘arrivalLane’ represents
the final road information. ‘fromtaz’ is the starting traffic area
and ‘totaz’ is the final traffic area.

After obtaining the routes of vehicles, we can complete sim-
ulation in SUMO at last. Through the output files of simulation,
we can analyze some features of the generated dataset, such as
the number of running, waiting, ended and inserted vehicles.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Original dataset

The taxi trace data we used comes from 12,000 taxis in
Beijing.2 These taxis upload their location information by GPS
devises at a frequency of 11 seconds. We conduct experiments
using the dataset over a period of 30 days (from November
1,2012 to November 30,2012) and within the fifth circle high-
way of Beijing over 839.28 km2 ( [116.1970 ◦E,116.5425 ◦E]
and [39.7775 ◦N, 40.0335 ◦N] ), which is 15 GB before com-
pressed and includes hundreds of millions of records. Original
taxi GPS data are stored in a text document named after the
storage time. These documents contain taxi GPS information.
The concrete format of the dataset is shown in Table I.

Since all the records in the raw dataset are not correct, we deal
with the data in advance. Firstly, we delete the record whose GPS
state is ‘0’, which means GPS devices do not work. Secondly,
we delete the duplicate items. Then we put all the items with
the same ID in one file and list them in chronological order.
Therefore, we get the track of each taxi in one day. By gathering
the OD information of each trip, we can obtain the OD matrix
of taxis traveling. Besides, we delete the trip whose duration
or distance is too short to occur in reality. Finally, we analyze
some features of the trips we used in this paper, as shown in
Fig. 4. These features include the travel distance and duration.
The results indicate that majority of trips of floating cars are
with a shorter period and distance.

B. Mobiity Dataset Generation

Because urban functional areas affect residents’ mobility pat-
tern largely, we leverage functional areas to divide Beijing and

2Source of taxi trace data, http://www.datatang.com/data/44502

Fig. 4. Features of original dataset.

view every functional area as traffic region. These areas include
Diplomatic/Embassy area, Science/Education/Technology area,
Emerging Commercial/Entertainment area, Developed Residen-
tial area, Emerging Residential area, Old Neighborhood area,
Developed Commercial/Entertainment area, Historical Inter-
ests/Parks area and Nature area. Then we use the unconstrained
Gravity Model to predict OD matrix of social vehicles accord-
ing to OD matrix of floating cars and official report in Beijing.3

Table II shows the parameter γ values of a part of groups.
Road network data from OSM are vector data and contain

every road with a unique ID. In order to get all the road IDs of
different functional regions, we match image including function
area to the road network and find the data of these roads based
on mapping relation through ArcGIS. We import WGS-84 co-
ordinate into the image and rectify it based on the real map

3Beijing Traffic Development Annual Report, http://www.bjtrc.org.cn
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TABLE II
PARAMETER VALUES OF GRAVITY MODEL

Original functional area Terminal functional area The value of γ

Science/Education/Technology area Nature area 1.73
Diplomatic/Embassy area Science/Education/Technology area 0.33
Old Neighborhood area Commercial/Entertainment area 0.99
Commercial/Entertainment area Residential area 0.73

TABLE III
FACTOR OF MAIN STREETS

Street name Social vehicle ratio Taxi ratio Growth factor

East fifth ring road 59.52% 4.78% 12.45
South fifth ring road 37.24% 0.58% 64.21
West fifth ring road 68.50% 3.26% 21.01
North fifth ring road 59.97% 4.52% 13.27
East forth ring road 65.74% 12.44% 5.28
South forth ring road 71.41% 7.69% 9.29
West forth ring road 72.44% 10.84% 6.68
North forth ring road 60.50% 18.45% 3.28
East third ring road 55.38% 20.78% 2.67
South third ring road 57.88% 15.72% 3.68
West third ring road 62.19% 16.62% 3.74
North third ring road 59.03% 20.10% 2.94
East second ring road 65.92% 19.60% 3.36
South second ring road 52.53% 10.88% 4.83
West second ring road 63.68% 20.02% 3.18
North second ring road 69.63% 18.99% 3.67
Changan Avenue 65.53% 17.15% 3.82
Liangguang Avenue 45.50% 14.86% 3.06
Qianmen West street 50.36% 20.75% 2.43

Fig. 5. Matching of road data and urban functional areas.

until overlapping between them completely. Hence, we get the
corresponding map in Fig. 5. Purple lines represent the concrete
road in Beijing, and different colors illustrate different kinds
of functional areas. From Fig. 5, Beijing is divided into small
traffic regions. Some regions are larger like Nature areas on the
left, and some are smaller like Diplomatic/Embassy areas on the
right.

Fig. 6. Division by longitude and latitude.

Functional areas with different sizes are not conducive to our
next work, so we further divide them into squares according to
the latitude and longitude with 0.05 range, and mark each square
with a fixed ID as shown in Fig. 6. The squares which are in
the intersections of functional areas are assigned to the largest
occupied one.

Based on official statistics, we can get OD matrix of pas-
sengers in taxis between different traffic regions. According to
Beijing Traffic Development Annual Report, we get the follow-
ing data: In 2012, there are 4190000 social vehicles and 66000
taxis. Social vehicles almost travel 9090000 times every day,
and taxis travel 1990000 times every day on average according
to the traffic report in Beijing 2013. Normally, the ratio of social
vehicles traveling times and taxis traveling times is 4.57. Be-
sides, we get more other data shown in Table III and Table IV.
The statistics data are most on the main roads since it is impos-
sible to acquire the ratio data in all roads, therefore as for the
streets which cannot acquire its ratio data, we use the normal or
average value.

Road data we used are from OSM4, however, there were some
errors in the data. As shown in Fig. 7, yellow vehicles can turn
left and go straight through the intersection, however, cars can-
not turn left here, and we need to modify it using JOSM, which
is an open source tool to modify road data from OSM. More-
over, we want to simulate social vehicles travelling in Beijing
rather than all the transportation tools. So we delete railways,
sidewalks and so on. As shown in Fig. 8(a), we edit the map data
using JOSM. After deleting the irrelevant data including railway
data at the bottom right corner, comparing the map data with the
real world and modifying it, the final road network topology is
shown in Fig. 8(b).

4OpenStreetMap, http://www.openstreetmap.org
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TABLE IV
FACTORS OF FUNCTIONAL REGIONS

Number of functional regions Roads inside Factors

0 East third ring road, East second ring road, North second ring road 5.25
1 East third ring road 2.67
2 East second ring road, East second ring road, South second ring road 4.10
3 East fifth ring road 12.45
4 North forth ring road 3.28
5 North third ring road 2.94
6 West fifth ring road, West forth ring road 13.85
7 No main roads 4.57
8 East fifth ring road, North fifth ring road 12.86
9 East forth ring road, North forth ring road, East third ring road 3.74

Fig. 7. Errors in road data.

C. Experiment Results and Analysis

We generate mobility dataset of social vehicles traveling,
and find some interesting problems. Fig. 9 shows road speed
of vehicles, and different roads have their max vehicle speeds.
From the view of road network composition, roads within the
fifth circle highway are distributed densely and form complex
road network system. Lower speed limited on these roads leads
to traffic jams. Besides, the speed of provincial road, which is
restricted greatly.

Then we simulate traffic condition within the fifth circle high-
way in Beijing with OD matrix of social vehicles traveling and
road network data of different functional areas. We generate
social vehicles trajectories at 8:00–9:00, 12:00–13:00, 17:00–
18:00 and 22:00–23:00. These four time periods represent morn-
ing peak traffic, rush hour traffic, evening peak traffic, and night
traffic respectively. Then we get routes, and each item is com-
posed of vehicle ID, departure region, destination region, depar-
ture lane, destination lane, departure time and vehicle speed.

Fig. 10 which is obtained employing the validation mech-
anism proposed in [31], shows the comparison between real
traffic condition and simulation result from 12:00 to 13:00 in
Beijing. Fig. 10(a) is real-time road conditions information from
Beijing Traffic Management Bureau, and Fig. 10(b) is the visu-
alization of our simulation. Fig. 10(c) shows the route length as
a function of the travel time, as obtained in simulation and from
Google Maps. Some of the cars are restricted to traffic jams in
the simulation, causing the travel time and route length abnor-
mal, which do not occur in the Google Maps prediction. That

Fig. 8. Modification of the road network data. (a) Open by JOSM. (b) Edited
by SUMO.

explains the limited dispersion in the scatterplot. Observing the
results, there are 26747 dots of SUMO data in the figure and
about 2176 dots are outlying. In another word, the percentage
of outlying behaviors (obvious abnormal data) is 8.13%. From
results it is clear that scenarios are the same for most of the
cases. The traffic conditions in Fig. 10(a) and 10(b) are almost
unanimous in general and efforts are made to make the traffic
mobility analogous to real world in terms of trip generated from
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Fig. 9. Max speed of motorway in Beijing.

Fig. 10. Traffic condition comparison. (a) Real traffic condition in Beijing on
13:00. (b) Simulation results in Beijing on 13:00. (c) Comparison of travel time
and distance.

and drawn to a specific location. Also, changes were made to
make the road network topology analogous to real world sce-
nario to avoid road congestions. Fig. 11(a) shows the conges-
tion areas on Qianmen street and Changan Avenue. Fig. 11(b)
demonstrates the open way in South third circle highway and
South fourth circle highway.

Fig. 12 illustrates a more specific data description about the
simulation result from 12:00 to 13:00. According to Fig. 12(c), at
the beginning of the simulation, some vehicles haven’t injected
into the simulation scenario, so the curve begins with 0 and

Fig. 11. Details between real traffic and simulation results. (a) Qianmen street
and Changan Avenue traffic condition. (b) South third ring road and South forth
ring road.

Fig. 12. The description of simulation traces data from 12:00 to 13:00.

gradually increase. Once it comes to saturation, the number of
vehicles maintain a relatively stable state. At the same time,
according to Fig. 12(d), some vehicles come into the traffic
jam, which conforms to the actual situation: the noon peak of
Beijing’s transportation from 12:00 to 13:00. But the downward
trend that the curve presents sometimes suggests that traffic
jams can be eased. Thus it can be seen that our simulation result
are coordinate with the Beijing’s real transportation, and our
method can be used to generate social vehicle’s mobility dataset
with high accuracy and reliability.
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Fig. 13. Traffic condition comparison in different time periods. (a) 8:00–9:00.
(b) 12:00–13:00. (c) 17:00–18:00. (d) 22:00–23:00.

Fig. 13 is the visualization of traffic simulation results in the
four intervals. These figures show the traffic congestion condi-
tions within the fifth circle highway. We find some interesting
results: 1) In the four periods, different levels of congestion
happened at the intersection. 2) Due to the speed and vehicle
amount, external traffic zone is better than internal traffic in the

Fig. 14. Summary of trip information of 72 hours.

city. 3) Compared with Fig. 9, vehicles on highways have faster
speeds than others. 4) Although vehicle amount at night is less
than that at day, there exist congestions in some roads during
22:00 to 23:00 as is shown in Fig. 13, which may be caused by
huge vehicle amount. 5) Traffic in west and south is in a bet-
ter condition than that in East and North through comparisons
between four figures.

Compared with Fig. 5, we contrast traffic conditions in differ-
ent time periods and found some interesting facts as following.
For residential regions, traffic is always in a bad condition dur-
ing the four periods because a large number of vehicles are
travelling on the road in morning peak traffic, rush hour traffic,
and evening peak traffic. Traffic condition in the commercial
region is better in morning and noon than that at night. This
phenomenon may be caused by recreational activities provided
by shopping centers and recreation centers, because people pre-
fer to relax after work. For sparse regions, small population and
small amount of vehicles make the traffic fluent. In addition,
vehicles converge upon school districts, which leads to traffic
jam in morning peak traffic and evening peak traffic to education
and technology function based regions.

Through analyzing traffic condition in one week in detail,
we can divide it into five parts: traffic on Monday, traffic from
Tuesday to Thursday, traffic on Friday, traffic on Saturday and
traffic on Sunday. Their traffic conditions are different separately
from each other. Here we choose traffic on Saturday, traffic on
Sunday and traffic from Tuesday to Thursday for simulation.
We generate social vehicle tracks within the fifth circle highway
in Beijing of 72 hours. The statistics information is as shown
in Fig. 14. It can be observed that: 1) Amount of vehicles rises
in the morning on Saturday, which is more than Sunday and
weekday, 2) Compared with Sunday, vehicle number grows
more quickly than weekends because residents begin to work,
3) Vehicle number at weekends is less because people prefer to
rest at home.

V. CONCLUSION

The lack of social vehicle tracks impedes the research of so-
cial attributes between vehicles in VSN. To solve this problem,
we propose the mobility dataset generation method of social
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vehicles traveling based on floating car data and social func-
tional areas. Our method mainly includes network demand, de-
mand description, and simulation of social vehicle trajectories
with SUMO, and it can be used to construct traffic scenario for
simulation of VSNs. In the experiments, we use SUMO to gen-
erate social vehicle tracks in four time periods and three days
inside fifth ring road in Beijing. Compared with real-time traf-
fic condition published by Beijing Traffic Management Bureau,
our results are almost consistent, which shows our method has
good accuracy and efficiency.

In our method, vehicles choose a route based on simulation
tool, which may lead to a traffic jam in some roads. In the future,
we will analyze all the roads in the whole city, and assign a
specific value to every road. Then vehicles can choose their
roads according to these values to make our dataset generation
method better. Besides, the trip attraction of each region needs
more realistic measurements to model efficiently model the O-D
matrix. Also, mobility pattern of social vehicles may differ in
few areas, such as train stations or other crowded public spots.
The mobility model can be further enhanced by considering the
data from parking areas in these locations, which is not available
at the moment. However, we intend to get and analyze such data
in our future work.
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